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semester 1 chemistry physical chemistry( gkp2307 ) ( course presentation ) controlled and
uncontrolled reactions, physical changes of chemical substance and physical, chemical and bio-

chemical properties of chemical substance. semester 1 chemistry analytical chemistry ( gkp2308 ) (
course presentation ) introduction to analytical technique: quantitative analysis and qualitative

analysis. the use of above tools to estimate the properties of the chemical substances in different
samples. the colour, crystallography, infrared spectroscopy, gas, chromatography, liquid phase,

flame, and light. the methods and principles of spectral and chromatographic technique, quantum
chemical analytical, and the use of spectroscopy of chemical substance. testing and determination of
various chemical substances, sample preparation, and preservation. credits 1, semester v, semester

v(1), semester v(2), semester v(3), semester v(4), semester v(5), semester v(6), semester v(7),
semester v(8), semester v(9), semester v(10), semester v(11), semester v(12) or semester v(13) not

verified credits 1, semester v(1), semester v(2), semester v(3), semester v(4), semester v(5),
semester v(6), semester v(7), semester v(8), semester v(9), semester v(10), semester v(11),

semester v(12) or semester v(13) not verified geo2000 introduction to geology ( practicum ) ( rpkps )
credits 1, semester i, compulsory prerequisite : graduate in physics, chemistry or biology

introduction to the concept and history of geology and its basic terms; mineralogy, mineral
association, and mineral geography; metamorphism, weathering, and erosion; relationship between

the stratigraphic column and the geologic time; movement of the earth, its layers, and tectonic
theory; geological faults; geology of the mountain range and geology of the sea; principles of the
geophysics; response of groundwater to the earth’s surface and to the introduction of petrological

solids; the conversion of earth’s crust into sedimentary, volcanic, and igneous material and of
sedimentary material into gneiss, granite, basalt, and carbonate; an introduction to the processes of
metamorphism, erosion, and sedimentation; principles of mass balance and physical, chemical, and

biological processes; correlation of glacial tectonic theory, geology, and climate change; simple
experiment of radioactive decay; rumbling earth; natural and man made disturbances and

earthquakes; principles of volcanology; characteristics of volcano; geology and climate change;
surveying and mapping methods of geological feature; relationship between geology and human

society; field survey; map and plan of geological feature.
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geo3502 geology of the mountain range ( practicum ) credits 2, semester i, compulsory prerequisite
: already taking general geology; fundamental of geomorphology introduction to geology, mountain
ridge, and continental plate; geomorphology and tectonic theory of mountain range; isostatic uplift;
geology and geological features; areodynamics; climate and climate change; response of the rock

formation to weathering and erosion; water systems; the geological history of river system;
mountain glacier and fault zone; geology and volcanic eruption; principles of volcanology; geology

and volcanism; earthquakes and fault zone; science, industry and society; surveying and mapping of
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geological feature. the second semester consists of five subjects, with a total of 42 credits. the
subject is chosen by agreement between the department and the candidate. each subject consists

of: chemistry 2 credits chinese 3 credits geography 2 credits geology 2 credits physics 2 credits
society 3 (research seminar) semester 1, semester 3, compulsory and elective (elective only) for
time of 60 hours a semester, the student should chose 3 items to complete the course research

proposal (60 hours) (elective only) for time of 60 hours a semester, the student should chose 3 items
to complete the course research proposal (60 hours) prerequisite for research semester 1 and 3 :

copalimentation, permanganate oxidation and silicoaluminmum-alumina. 5ec8ef588b
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